Bonaverde Blackpaper

Roast, grind & brew
From fresh green beans to a tasty cup of black coffee
Our first model: BERLIN

www.bonaverde.com

Roasting, Grinding & Brewing

In One Machine.

Roasting
Coffee beans are like snowflakes - no
two harvests are alike. Since every
harvest requires different treatment
to truly shine, one-size-fits all
roaster settings mean some beans
(and therefore some growers) can’t
join the revolution.

Brewing
Place your filter here after
pouring green beans into the
roasting drawer.

Grinding
We consulted with top baristas
around the world to develop our five
flavor-boosting grinder settings.
Whatever your favorite setting, the
meticulously calibrated high-alloy
steel grinder always produces a
consistent grind, for a flawless cup
every time you brew.

Machine control
The machine is controlled by RFID tags on pouches containing
the individual roasting profile for the beans being prepared.

SCAN

Water Tank
•
•
•

1.2 L / 40oz.
Holds up to 5 cups of freshly roasted coffee
With a dial behind the water tank, the grinding level can be
manually adjusted.

Coffee Maker: Model Berlin

Technical Details
Coffee Beans

Roasted at about 340°C / 644°F while never getting hotter than
50°C / 122°F on the outside, the chamber roasts coffee beans to
perfection.

Control Panel

An RFID chip transmits 100% accurate Roast-Grind-Brew
profiles. No WiFi needed, works on free 3G cellular network.
Scan the coffee pouch and starts the process using the Control
Panel.

Coffee Filter

100% renewable, recyclable bio-degradable material. The coffee
filter also functions as the bean packaging.

Fresh Coffee

Process time depends on the roasting profile, generally in 15-20
minutes you have a pot of freshly roasted coffee. Enjoy!

A smaller world of coffee: The Berlin is your gateway to our
coffee ecosystem, connecting you with exceptional growers around
the world for a complete coffee experience.
From green beans to a full pot, the Berlin brews the freshest coffee with
the push of a button. Your perfect cup awaits. Simply select your beans,
pour in water, and enjoy.

Iconic design: Stand-out enough to spark conversation, subtle enough to
look at home in your kitchen, the Berlin has class.
Roasted in the moment, the Berlin delivers flavor like you’ve never tasted
before. Savor nuanced, sumptuous coffee so smooth, you might even
skip the cream.

The Bonaverde Coffee Concierge
The Bonaverde Coffee Concierge is our digital product lets users
navigate the world of coffee. A specialized coffee bot built on Facebook
messenger, the Concierge is designed to bring you the perfect cup.
Roast your own beans, schedule your next roast and share with the
Coffe Changer community--all from your smart phone.

As coffee beans have unique characteristics, they require specific
roasting profiles. The Coffee Concierge is your guide, matching roasting
profiles to specific coffees. You can also choose specific commands
such as “Roast Only” or “Grind And Brew."

It can be accessed through concierge.bonaverde.com
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Two colors
The machine is available in white-green and in
silver-black with more colors to be introduced soon.

250 mm / 9,84 in

495 mm / 19,48 in

495 mm / 19,48 in

Overview

250 mm / 9,84 in

CO N N EC T I V I T Y

CLEANING &
MAINTENANCE

F U N C T I O N A L I T Y

3G Connection

Dishwasher safe parts

Gemalto Board Smartphone

Silver chaff collector

Remote Control NXP RFID/

HEPA Air Filter

250 mm / 9,84 in

USABILITY

C U STO M I ZAT I O N

Infrared Roasting

Infrared Roasting

Customisable roasting profile

Stainless Steel Cone Grinder

Thermo-isolation Push-

Drip coffee brewing

NFC reader Smart

push doors
LED light guidance

temperature sensors

Capacitive Sensor
Control

